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The MVAR executive wishes a Very Merry Christmas 

and a Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year 
to All its members and there Families. 
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The Presidents Report for December 2008. 
By Eric Halpin  

 
Well guess what time of year it is?  It’s the busy and expensive time of year of course.  
Oh yeah, it’s also Christmas so let me wish all MVAR members a happy holiday and 
a wonderful New Year.  Let us hope it is a safe, happy and healthy one for all of us. 
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I want to thank all the board members for their advice, help and work on behalf of 
the club and hobby in general. The RailLink and web-site look grand; the programs 
continue to be interesting and the bank account is healthy.  Monthly meetings are 
fairly well attended and the morning-get together especially Saturday’s gets down 
right crowed at times.  I think it is great when Al brings in some tidbit to discuss or 
sell, Mike brings in a new part he has created for show and tell (how does he make 
the stuff anyway??), or whomever, brings in something model railwayish to show and 
pass around. It gets the topic of conversation about the hobby versus what the 

government (local, provincial, national; your choice) or the weather is up to.  I strongly encourage anyone to 
feel free to bring in anything to show and tell or even sell.  And those old MR/RMC magazines sure get 
snapped up quick.  
 
I do have a request for you.  If your layout isn’t on the web site, please take or have someone take photos of it 
and forward them to Rod Goodwin.  If it is, maybe it is time for an update.  I know the Algoma and Rideau is 
already out of date, so I shall be soon sending in update shots once my resident photographer Johnny 
returns from the west. 
 
By the way, have you looked at the ‘Tips’ section.  I did and found a way to make some ivy for a wall on a 
building I am constructing.  I shall modify the process somewhat but it gave me a good idea as to how about 
doing it! Ivy of course is a neat way to help cover-up a wall seam that is less then perfect. 
 
Okay, I am out of here.  Safe Christmas all. 
 

Eric Halpin 
ehalpin@ripnet.com
 

 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 
A very special thank you to the owner 
(Saleem) and his staff of the Gourmet 
Restraunt here in Carleton Place for 
providing us with a great eatery and a 2 
hour meeting place. Saleem treated us 
again this year with a FREE Christmas 
breakfast to all 16 of us who were there. 
We have been meeting there every 
Saturday morning for 22 years. 
  
 

 
Check out the M.V.A.R. web site for the latest club updates: 

www.mvar.almontecentral.ca  

mailto:ehalpin@ripnet.com


The Treasures Report – For December – 2008 
By John Saunders 

The current membership for 2008 -09 Year is 46.  The yearly 
membership fee is still only $10.00. Inquiries may be forwarded to any MVAR club 
member. You will find about 12 to 16 of them at The Gourmet Restraunt on 
Saturday mornings between 07:00h and 09:00h in dining room or at Tim Horton’s 
in Almonte on Wednesday mornings around 09:45 until 10:30. Please help YOUR 
club’s leaders help YOU! [If you change your address, TELL ME! - If you change 
your phone number, TELL ME! - If you have e-mail, and you change your address, 
TELL ME! - by e-mailing me at jsaunders15@cogeco.ca.  Or by calling me at 613-
258-4243.     
The 2008-2009 memberships wil  be sold at the Monthly Meeting or at the l
Gourmet on Saturday mornings. David McCurdy will look after the memberships 
at the Saturday Breakfast and Tim Horton’s (Almonte) on Wednesdays. 

 
 

The RailLink Editor – WANTED - Model Railroad Articles for the RailLink. 
By David McCurdy   

Thank you to the members who have submitted articles for The 2008 
RailLink to date. Please remember that this is YOUR club and if YOU want 
to make it exciting and active it is up to YOU to do so. The executive can put 
it together but YOU have to take part as well. If YOU have an article or 
photo of interest which you would like to share and have published, just 
contact David McCurdy @ 613.253.5519 or email: dmccurdy@sympatico.ca. or 
bring it out with you to breakfast at the Gourmet Restaurant.  Any photos or 
articles used, credit will displayed with article i.e. Photos by Author or 
Courtesy of -----The deadline for submission of items for The RailLink 
newsletter is by the 15th of each month. Thanks' again to all who have 
contributed articles, items and photos in the past for the newsletters. 

 
 

Video Library  By George Margita 

MVAR has a video library which is available at Georges place to all members who wish to 
borrow videos. The library is open on clinic nights. The policy is simple, sign it out and return 
it at the next meeting. Hopefully will have an updated list and maybe there will be some 
more video donations. If any of the members have DVD or Videos to share with the club 
members please let us know. 

 
 

 
Subject   RailLink for Slow Connections 
For all those on slow (dial-up) connections, we have instituted a new facility, 
beginning with the Sep 2008 issue. After David creates the .PDF file, he sends it to me 
and I remove all the cra....er..ah..garbage that the .PDF has in the background, and I 
break it up into a number of separate pages. You may access this special version by 
clicking on the HTML link under the usual date link on the Newsletters page. 
A couple members have already tried it, and seem to be very happy with it. 
 
Rod Goodwin 
Webmaster
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Full Moon over the Falls 
By John Soehner of greater Bolingbroke. 

A number of us have made it a practice to 
head over to the Smiths Falls Station and 
area on a Full Moon night to watch the 
action in the yard in the moonlight. We 
generally get to the Falls as the sun is 
setting. This means that each month we 
have done the "Full Moon over the Falls", 
the time changes each month.  I would 
suspect that we will be in front of the VIA 

Station some time around sunset. Part of the fun is getting to eat the 
"best smoked meat sandwich" west of Montreal according to John Delroy.  
We try to find a bit of time to go to the Smiths Falls Restaurant which is located in the small mall downtown 
on Chambers St next to the Giant Tiger store. We return to the Station area until we are too tired, too cold 
or too bored to stay any longer.  So far we have made it to about 2230 hours!  
 
The Next Full Moon: Fri Dec 12.   
 

 

Building Your Model Railroad – David McCurdy 
 

This is a follow up to last months meeting on model railroading Rail Yards and Tracks. 
 

1. You have already made the first step by joining MVAR. Don’t be afraid to questions and then pick 
the answer that best suits you and your budget. 

2. Mark out the maximum possible space that you have available to work with. 
3. Decide on what scale you would like to model that will fit that space before you buy anything. 
4. Get started with a simple loop. This way you will have something to do and look at while you are 

figuring out what you are going to do next. 
5. Go and visit other layouts, read magazines, go on the internet and ask all the questions you can think 

about. Go to the train shows and see buildings and track designs get some ideas from other modelers. 
6. Decide on what you would like to model, the era (steam or diesel), location (main line with some 

switching or narrow gauge logging, mining) etc. By doing this asap you don’t waste money on engines 
and rolling stock that will not suit your theme. 

7. Try to elevate your mainline to utilize all the space for scenery and more ideas. 
8. Pick a comfortable height for you main level of bench work. Look at the pictures in magazines.  
9. Try not to build a spaghetti railroad. Every track should be there for a reason. You are not in the 

hobby to keep the track manufactures in business.  
10. One important thing to remember it to keep it simple. Maintenance is an ongoing thing like wiring 

and track cleaning. 
11. Be prepared to take the railroad apart and start over as you will get more ideas and knowledge as 

time goes on. 
12. Decide on how you are going to power the layout, Track power with blocks, DCC power, Battery for 

garden railroads. 
13. Learn about different type of material for bench work, scenery, buildings and other structures. 
14. Enjoy what you are doing and try to get the family involved.  
15. Don’t be in a rush. This maybe your first but it won’t be the last.     
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December 27, 1942 - Almonte, Canadian Pacific, Chalk River subdivision. 
 

By Duncan H. du Fresne 
 

As I write this Tid Bit it is just over 57 
years since tragedy struck on the 
evening of December 27, 1 942, at the 
Canadian Pacific Railway station in 
Almonte, Ontario, when a Canadian 
military troop train operated by 
Canadian Pacific struck the rear of a 
local C.P. passenger train. 
Thirty six people died and 207 were 
injured, many very seriously, when the 
regular first class passenger train, No. 
550, "The Pembroke Local", hauled by 
light Pacific No. 2518 and consisting of 
ten wooden cars was proceeding 
eastward toward Ottawa from 
Petawawa. At the time operation on the 
Chalk River Subdivision was by 
Timetable and Train Order, there were no automatic block signals. The train was crowded as a 
result of holiday traffic, the weather, and wartime conditions, and was consistently losing time at 
each station stop. If that wasn't enough fireman Frank Dixon was having trouble keeping the boiler 
pressure up on the 2518 due, in part, to a leaking flue in the rear tube sheet. The engineer on train 
550 was Joe. Sauvé and the conductor was M. O'Connell, assisted by J. Morris with Trainmen J. 
Tunney and T. Gilmar. The weather certainly wasn't helping, in addition to it being dark; there 
was a rain and sleet storm to contend with.                   .         
I am using the picture below as a visual image for the story of the Almonte Train wreck Dec 7, 1942 
at 8:43PM.. Photo by 
Raymond S. Farand 
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Following train No. 550 was a 
13 car troop train from 
western Canada, bound for 
Montreal, via Chalk River, 
Carleton Place and Smiths 
Falls on the Chalk River 
subdivision, and then via the 
Winchester subdivision to its 
destination. It was designated 
by C.P. as Passenger Extra 
2802 East, a C.P. Hudson  
[4-6-4] type locomotive, crewed 
by engineer Lome Richardson 
and fireman Sam Thompson.  
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Train No. 550's engine and train crew were unaware that they were being closely followed by a 
passenger extra but, even so, at  Almonte, under the rules of the day they should have been 
"protecting" (with fusees) the rear of their train as it was outside "station limits" by 170 feet (as 
defined by the rule book). At Almonte the local was 40 minutes late, arriving there at 8:32 P.M. 
 
The crews of Passenger Extra 2802 East, with conductor John Howard in charge, were aware that 
they had been closing up on No. 550 since the operators at both Renfrew and Arnprior had been 
ordered by the dispatcher to hold their train in order to maintain the required 20 minute "block" 
behind the local. In fact the troop train had arrived at Renfrew only five minutes after No. 550 had 
departed and arrived at Arnprior only eight behind the preceding train.                                           .         
.                                                           
Approaching Almonte, Passenger Extra 2802 East was preceding at about 45 MPH at which time 
speed was reduced to about 25 MPH after a 12 pound brake pipe reduction had been made.  

The approach to the Almonte station is on a left hand curve approaching from the west, followed by 
the crossing of the swift flowing Mississippi River. The train order (board) signal at Almonte was 
briefly observed by Sam Thompson through the mist from the river and the rain and sleet as being 
"green" (indicating that no train orders were to be picked up). Lome Richardson, on the right side of 
the 2802 as it rounded the left hand curve could not see the signal or the rear end of train No. 550 
because the length of 2802's boiler obscured his view. 

It wouldn't have mattered much anyway as a train order (board) signal has nothing to do with 
indicating whether or not the track is clear. In addition to those other restrictions to visibility, No. 
550 was also partially obscured by escaping steam from the tail end car heater line. On the 
assumption that train No. 550 had left the station at least 20 minutes before, engineer Richardson 
released the brake to drift through. As it turned out the train order was green alright, however, 
this was because the rear end of No. 550 had not yet passed it, the train still being stopped at the 
station, so the operator had not yet changed it. Neither Richardson nor Thompson saw the local 
until they were only about 400 feet from it when 2802's headlight reflected off the glass in the rear 
coach door. Richardson put the brake in emergency, but it was too late. At 8:38 P.M. it happened, 
engine 2802 struck No. 550, completely telescoping the last car, coach 1028, and partially 
telescoping coach 1516, the second to last car, stopping midway through it. Both of these cars were 
reduced to scraps of metal and kindling wood. The troop train consisted of engine 2802, 1 3 heavy 
steel cars and a caboose, and weighed more than a thousand tons. The elderly wooden coaches 
offered little resistance to the onslaught or provided safety for the passengers. Fortunately, there 
was no fire as a result of the collision and there were lots of rescuers. A not-to-heavy jolt was all 
that was felt by engineer Joe Sauvé and fireman Frank Dixon on the 2518 which shows the frailty 
of those wooden coaches.  

Lome Richardson suffered an injured chin, inflicted by flying debris from the wreckage of No. 550. 
Sam Thompson came through it without a scratch. Military personnel on the troop train got a 
minor shaking up, probably as much from the emergency application of the brake as the collision 
itself. On the local, things were very different. A massive rescue operation began, first by local 
people in Almonte and the surrounding area, by military personnel from the troop train and Sam 
Thompson off the 2802. Soon local doctors and nurses arrived and later medical people from 
Carleton Place, Smiths Falls and Ottawa. A nurse I know was ordered to come to work sometime 
after midnight at the Ottawa Civic Hospital from her home in Ottawa, as were other nurses and 
doctors. She didn't know why, and didn't ask, but responded to the call.  
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An Ottawa to Petawawa passenger train was turned into a hospital train at Carleton Place, and the 
remains of train No. 550 was similarly made into a hospital train to transport the injured to 
Ottawa. The town hall and the O'Brien theatre in Almonte were turned into temporary morgues 
and a place of refuge for the injured. The Smiths Falls auxiliary was called out, however, it wasn't 
until after 5:00 a.m. the following morning that the line was cleared. Despite the amount of damage 
to the wooden rolling stock, the rails and ties were, basically, left undamaged. The 2802 had its 
pilot damaged and the engine truck derailed, really quite minor. Without a doubt it was one of the 
worst train wrecks in Canadian history. 

Looking back at that terrible night, from the year 2000, the thought of wooden coaches being used 
as late as 1942 seems incredible to most outsiders, but was quite well accepted by railway men and 
the rail travelling public alike. Those old cars would outlast the wartime years and still be in 
service into the very late 1940s, and many into the 1950s. 

A coroner’s inquest was established, with a jury of five men, and was held immediately after the 
tragedy. It was headed up by Dr. Smirle Lawson, the Chief Coroner of Ontario who, after hearing 
the evidence, was convinced that the C.P.R. should shoulder all of the blame. Obviously the 
Company disagreed, as did the Board of Transport Commissioners, who blamed many of the 
employees involved for rules violations. 

The inquest concluded that the blame for the wreck must be placed entirely on the Canadian 
Pacific Railway Company for three reasons: First, they had no operator stationed at Pakenham 
when in (our) opinion the accident might have been avoided by the 20 minute block system. Second, 
there was no protective signal at a most dangerous curve, at the entrance to the town (Almonte). 
Third, the green light showing above the Almonte station gave the engineer of No. 2802 the 
impression that he might proceed. Had this signal been red, according to the testimony of the 
engineer and fireman, this train could have been stopped. We place no blame whatever on the 
crews of the trains No. 550 and No. 2802, but we do feel that an effort could have been made from 
Smiths Falls to call an operator at Pakenham and Almonte.  

We recommend that in order to prevent the occurrence of a similar catastrophe and to safeguard 
the travelling public, especially under wartime conditions: 

(a) That an operator be placed on steady duty at Pakenham.                                                           . 
(b) The immediate installation of an automatic station protective signal west of Almonte. 
(c) That a standing order be issued for a speed limit not exceeding 25 miles per hour through 
Almonte and that this order be strictly enforced by the railroad officials.                                            .        
(d) That the block signal device at the station here be changed to give protection to standing 
trains". 

At the inquest a great deal of the time was spent discussing the operating rules used by Canadian 
railways and by which train operation is governed. It is obvious the Chief Coroner didn't 
understand train operation, or the rules, and became very agitated when they were cited over and 
over by the various witnesses. In inquest recommendation d) it is obvious he had still not found out 
what the "block signal device" as he called it, (train order signal), at the station signified. Of course, 
it only signifies that there are, or there are not, orders for a train. It conveys no meaning 
whatsoever as to the status of the railway. In retrospect, it could have been a much more 
meaningful inquest in the opinion of this writer at this late date. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
CPR 2802, standing on the shop track at West Toronto on November 1, 1957. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The engine that powered the ill-fated local train No. 550 at Almonte, Ontario, on December 27, 
1942, was CPR's light Pacific No. 2518, shown in Montreal in 1933 with open cab. A fine engine 
that had a life span of 49 years. 
 
Parties involved at the inquest were, of course, passenger survivors of the wreck, the railway 
employees involved, the Brotherhoods representing the running trades employees, both minor and 
major officials of the railway, the Dominion Board of Transport, and others. The Brotherhoods put 
the blame on the C.P.R., mainly for not keeping the operator on duty at Pakenham, the first train 
order station west of Almonte. Had that operator been on duty the dispatcher might have had him 
hold the troop train at that location. The second war years and the holiday season presented a busy 
time on the railway with extreme demands on the system, as well as the men and equipment, even 
the Coroner said that current conditions demanded new rules and equipment.  
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Had the troop train been following the rules, to the letter, they should have been able to stop, and 
had the crew on the local made an effort to protect the rear of their train, there would not likely 
have been a collision. Fault all round? Probably. 

Three rules violations were cited in the Board of Transport Commissioners report. First, the crew of 
No. 550 did not follow rule #36, which states that "a red or yellow fusee, as the case may require, 
will be used for protection of a train which is not making the speed required by schedule or train 
order and is liable to be overtaken by a following train".  

The Board's report also stated that: "The crew of No. 550 had no advice that passenger extra 2802 
was following them, but in view of the fact that the train was losing time due to the very heavy 
traffic incident to the holidays, and having in mind that the rear end of the train was two car 
lengths out side the west switch at Almonte, good judgment should have dictated to the crew of this 
train that some protection was necessary, and fusees should have been dropped in accordance with 
the above mentioned rule". 

Secondly, rule #91, paragraph 3 states: "Schedule speed must not be exceeded by schedules of 
trains other than the first section, nor may a train following a train carrying passengers, exceed the 
schedule speed of such train unless clearance shows arrival at a station ahead". In the Board's 
report, they elaborated by saying: "This rule was applicable to passenger extra No. 2802 
immediately that train was stopped by the train order signal at Renfrew for the twenty minute 
block on No. 550. It again became applicable when this train was stopped by the train order signal 
at Arnprior, as has been pointed out [supra] in both instances, namely, between Renfrew and 
Arnprior, and Arnprior and Almonte. The schedule speed of train No. 550 was exceeded in the first 
instance between Renfrew and Arnprior by six minutes and in the second instance between 
Arnprior and Almonte by five minutes. These two instances of exceeding the schedule speed of train 
No. 550 form a clear and most serious violation of the said rule, and a major contributing factor to 
the accident". And, in addition, they also said: "It does not appear that there was any determined 
effort on the part of the engineer or conductor of passenger extra No. 2802 to actually check their 
times with the schedule speed of train No. 550, which they knew was ahead of them". 

Without a doubt the worst of the three rule violations cited by the Board was rule 93a which states, 
in part: "The outer main track switches of passing tracks will be considered 'station limits', and 
main track may be used inside of such limits by keeping clear of first and second class trains. All 
trains except first and second class trains must, unless otherwise directed, approach and pass 
through such limits, prepared to stop unless the main track is seen to be clear..." They also said: "It 
is abundantly plain that the main track ahead had not been seen to be clear and it is equally plain 
that passenger extra No. 2802 did not approach the 'station limits' prepared to stop".          
 
While I have only quoted the most salient points from the Board's report I am going to quote the 
Board's findings in total so that the reader may compare them with the findings of the Coroner's 
Inquest, which are very different: "There can be no other conclusion drawn from the facts but that 
had the rules been observed there would have been no accident. Departure from the rules, resulting 
in the accident, may be summarized as follows:  
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Rule 30. Failure of the crew of passenger extra No. 2802, and in particular the engineer and 
conductor thereon, to observe the provisions of paragraph 3 of Rule 91 and Rule 93(a) of the 
General, Train and Interlocking Rules of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, in that passenger 
extra No. 2802 exceeded the schedule speed of train No. 550, and that the engineer of passenger 
extra No. 2802 did not have his train under control and prepared to stop as he approached Almonte 
Station. It is also felt that the company's official who was riding this train at the time erred 
inasmuch as he failed to take such necessary action as would ensure compliance with the rules. 
 
Rule 31. Neglect of crew of first-class passenger train No. 550 to provide protection by way of red or 
yellow fusee, as required by Rule 36 of the General, Train and Interlocking Rules of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway Company, to the rear end of No. 550 when it was known that their train was not 
making the speed required by schedule, and that the rear end of the train while standing at the 
station at Almonte projected some 170 feet west of station limits. 
 
Rule 32. The west approach to Almonte Station is on a curve, and under certain weather conditions 
a mist arises from the falls near this west approach to the station. The combination of these facts 
having been disclosed, it appears that the erection of a station protection signal west of Almonte 
would be an additional safeguard to a train standing at Almonte Station. A direction to this effect 
will go to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company accordingly".                                                  . 
 
Engineer Richardson was taken out of service. The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers fought 
long and hard to have him reinstated and were moderately successful in getting him a job as a 
permanent locomotive fireman on a yard engine in Prescott, Ontario. Sam Thompson went on to 
finish his career as an engineer working out of Ottawa West. The conductor of passenger extra 
2802, John Howard, became victim number 37 when he took his own life (by drowning) before the 
inquest got underway. He left his son a letter which stated that taking the blame for the disaster 
was more than he could bear. Nine months short of retirement, John Howard had never been 
involved in an accident of any kind after 40 years of service.  
Truly a night, and a nightmare, to remember.                                                                                    . 
 
One night, about 10 years later, I was the fireman on one of those late night westbound through 
"western" passenger trains. The engineer I was with, whose name I have forgotten, said he felt sick, 
probably his heart, after leaving Carleton Place. In any event he stopped the train at the Almonte 
station, got off the engine and asked the station operator to get help and medical attention, which 
he did. In the meantime the Smiths Falls dispatcher, after an hour or so delay, got another 
engineer out to the train and we continued on to Chalk River. I'm sorry that I no longer remember 
any further details of that incident, but don't think I didn't remember the "Almonte Wreck" on that 
terrible night 10 years earlier while I was sitting on that engine at Almonte, protected, I might add, 
by automatic block signals.                                                   .         
 
As an occasional visitor to the town of Almonte, well over 50 years after that fateful night, when I 
cross the tracks on the road crossing immediately west of the location where the station used to 
stand, and where the Almonte town hall building still stands, I think about the infamous Almonte 
wreck and its devastating horror, shattered lives, broken bodies, and the sadness it brought to so 
many innocent people.  
 



The story of the Almonte wreck was first printed in Branchline in December 1988 and was written 
by Ron Ritchie. Ron, a BRS member and friend, finished up his railroad career as Assistant to the 
President of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and now lives in Hudson Heights, Quebec.  
I have somewhat embellished his original story with details I have learned in the interim, and 
remembered, and thank Ron for his diligence in keeping so many of the facts of this incident logged 
as well as so many other "happenings" on the railway. A big tip of the old Tid Bitter's cap to Ron.         
 
Tid Bits by Duncan du Fresne, Bytown Railway Society,, Branchline, April 2000, pages 8-10. 
 
 

 
Photo By David McCurdy  

 
 

NOTICE 
 
Effective Immediately the Ontario Midland Railway (OMR) is changing our work nights from Wednesdays 
7:00pm-9:00pm to Thursday nights 7:00pm-9:00pm. As previously, visitors are welcome but strongly 
advised to call ahead (613 257-7769) to assure that the shops are open. 
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http://www.bytownrailwaysociety.ca/


RAIL FAN PICTURE OF THE MONTH  to MODEL – New for 2009 
These pictures should be of interest to modelers to try and model. 

By Dennis MacTavish 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jim Davis (left) has a gas station on his layout and Bob Summers (right) has a gas station also. Both must 
get gas to fill the tanks from somewhere. 
The picture above would fit in very well somewhere on the layout and some switching can be done. 
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Okay, your dead; now what?   -   Part 1 
 

Lets be honest now; have you given any serious consideration as to what you would like done 
with your model train layout?  It is an unpleasant thought but the fact is, eventually all of us 
must face our mortality.  Hopefully, it is later, much later then sooner, but the day will come.  
The end may come quickly or slowly but regardless the time for such planning is NOW.  So 
the question that begs to be asked is ‘What is to happen to my train collection and layout’?  
Now I have heard comments such as ‘who cares, I won’t be around to worry about it’; ‘not my 
problem’; ‘someone will figure out what to do’, etc, etc.  I personally don’t think those are very 
good answers to the question.  In fact, I think those responses are unfair to your survivors and 
even basically untrue.  Lets exam for a moment those responses. 
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First off, your model railway hobby has provided you with thousands (many thousands) of 

hours of pleasure.  Your layout has cost similarly thousands and thousands of dollars in material and equipment.  You could 
also easily have motive power and rolling stock worth thousands.  Tally up the costs of all those little detail components 
around your layout and again the dollars start to add up dramatically.  Track, turnouts, power systems, switch motors, signal 
systems and on and on and you know that you have a major financial investment.  You built the layout with joy, care, 
concern, effort, study, devotion, time and money.  Now how can you honestly say that you don’t care what happens to it?  
YOU DO CARE but likely you just really aren’t sure what will happen to it or what to do about it. It’s easier to procrastinate 
then do the work and make some decisions. I hope this article will help to provide you with some thoughts to consider and 
maybe incentive to do some estate planning on this critical matter. 
 
I am somewhat of an organized person and I don’t like to leave things to chance when I can control or direct certain issues.  
Also, I especially want to minimize any hardship to my wife, family and friends in dealing with the layout.  My immediate 
family isn’t in the position to dismantle or even sell the layout.  Further, many of my friends don’t have the knowledge to 
disperse the layout. I also unfortunately don’t have a long-time operating crew that could be called upon to handle the 
dismantling of the layout for my wife. 
 
I believe the first step in organizing for your layouts dispersal is to prepare an inventory of its components.  I have done this 
and it really didn’t take very long.  For example, each major component on the layout was identified and listed, where 
possible, as to manufacturer, style, details and approximate retail value.  Noticed I said retail value as your executor can only 
expect a portion of this value.  More on this point later.   My inventory list is thus comprised of engines, which were 
identified with numbers, road-name and whether they were DCC/sound or brass or just DC.  Then structures were noted with 
comments such as ‘weathered and detailed’, scratch built or name of kit.  Amount of track, number of turnouts also were 
noted.  Rolling stock was more difficult because of the amount of items.  I decided it wasn’t practical to identify each one of 
the several hundred cars (where do all these cars come from?).  However, I did note, for instance, that there were seven 
‘TrueLine Train’ cabooses because of their easily established value.  Also stated on the inventory was that all cars had metal 
wheels and KD or similar couplers.   
 
So let’s look at an abbreviated selection of what the list in your inventory could possibly look like. 
Engines:   
1) Roundhouse stall #1 brass painted United CP 2-8-4, fair runner, $400? 
2) Algoma Central #154 GP7 Bachmann Spectrum DCC sound, $300 
 
Rolling Stock: 
1) Seven Trueline Trains Gold Series cabooses (GTWx2, CPx3, T&NO, ONR) $45 each  
2) Approximately 200 assorted freight cars (box, gondolas, closed hopper, open hopper, tankers, flats, cattle, reefer, express 

baggage, ballast, work cars, crane, etc).  All have metal wheels and KD style couplers or similar.  Accurail, Branchline 
Trains, Bowser, Bachmann Silver, Juneco, Kadee, Tichy, Trueline Trains, Proto 1000/2000, Stewart, Walthers Platinum 
and Gold Line, etc.  No junk.  $15 each. 

 
Structures: 
1) DPM Power Plant (Algoma Steam Plant), weathered with some detail enhancement,  $50(kit) 
2) Walthers Cornerstone New River Mining (Eastern Ontario Aggregate Processing Plant), chalk weathered with detailing 

added.  $45 (kit) 
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Track: 
1) Approximately 400 feet of Atlas code 83 n/s flex rail, weathered rail sides, joints soldered with power feeds every three 

feet.  $4 each three foot section  
2) Approximately 26, Atlas #6 n/s turnouts with insulated frogs.  $15 each    
 
Power System: 
1) Digitrax 5 amp Super Empire Builder with two-DT300 throttles, four-UT1 throttles, six UT5s Loconet jacks, PM42 and 

AR1 reverse and load managers.  Mounted on power centre with transformer cooling fan, programming track controls 
$800  

2) MRC Tech II Railpower 1400 DC transformer for auxiliary supplies  $40 
 
Scenery: 
1) Approximately 200 deciduous and conifer trees.  Some home made but many of quality commercial variety.  $1 each 

homemade, $3 each commercial. 
 
And on and on the list grows.  It really wasn’t hard to do once you get started.  The list doesn’t have to be 100% accurate 
either.  This list should be viewed as a guide for the seller in determining the collections retail value, but NOT IT’S ACTUAL 
RESALE VALUE. 
 
One other consideration is that if your like many modelers, a friend may have lent you some component for your layout.  In 
my case, I have five DCC locos, one DC loco, and six structures that belong to others.  Obviously they should not be 
included in any sale inventory but returned to the real owner.  Thus those items should be clearly documented with the 
owners name and phone number so they can be contacted to come and remove their equipment. On a similar vane, you may 
wish to give a friend or member of your crew a memento of your friendship.  Whatever you have decided to give that person, 
the same criteria holds true; clearly document your wishes in this regard. 
 
So lets assume you have made your inventory, where are you going to keep it?  I had an embarrassing moment when writing 
this article in that I went to reference the document and could not find it for a short period.  I finally remembered that I put it 
with my file ‘Last Will and Testament’.  I can only hope you have at least made those minimal arrangements!!!  That’s 
enough dome and gloom for this month.  Stay tuned for next month and we will discuss what’s next for your layout…if your 
still around that is! 
 

Eric Halpin 
ehalpin@ripnet.com
 
Algoma and Rideau Railway 
Perth, ON. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Check out the M.V.A.R. web site for the latest club updates: 
www.mvar.almontecentral.ca  

mailto:ehalpin@ripnet.com


Coming Events and some things of interest that some members are doing. 
 
Smiths Falls – December 12 – Full Moon over The Falls. 15:00h – 19:00h at the CP Rail station. 
 
Carleton Place – Saturday December 20 – M.V.A.R Christmas Breakfast @ The Gourmet Restraunt. 
Time 07:45 – 09:00h. 
 
Almonte – Saturday Dec 27 @ 20:43h will be the 66th anniversary of the Almonte Train Wreck. Those who 
Are interested can meet at the memorial next to the tracks with there Tim Horton’s café.    
 
Ashton – January 22, 2009 - MVAR’s  Annual NEW YEAR DINNER -  Church Hall of Christ Church 
8948 Flewellyn Rd Ashton. Doors open at 18:00h Dinner at 19:00 
Program to be announced : 
 
Almonte –  Saturday January 24, Big Brothers and Big Sisters of Lanark County are having 
2nd Annual Toy and Train Day. Almonte Civitan Hall. Saturday ONLY from 9:00am – 2:00pm. 
 
Ottawa –  Saturday February 28  - Model Train Flee Market Sponsored by OVAR. St. Anthony’s Soccer club 
10 -2pm 
  
Kingston - March 21 & 22, 2009 – Kingston Rail O Rama Model Train Show.  
Ambassador Hotel  1550 Princess St 
 
York PA. - East Coast Large Scale Train Show – York Fair Grounds. 
Friday & Saturday March 28 – 29, 2009. 
 
York PA. - East Coast Large Scale Train Show – York Fair Grounds. 
Friday & Saturday September  25 – 26, 2009. (New For this year…).  
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MVAR Executives for The 2008-2009 Year. 
President:  Eric Halpin  613.264.9693   
Secretary:  Ron Legge  613.257.5110   
Treasurer:  John Saunders 613.258.4243 
Membership:  John Saunders 613.258.4243 
   David McCurdy 613.253.5519 
Program:  Mike Smithson 613.253.7532 
Club Archivist: Ron Legge  613.257.5110 
Video Library: George Margita 613.257.7769  
Newsletter:  David McCurdy 613.253.5519 
Webmaster:  Rod Goodwin  613.256.0551 
Web Site:  www.mvar.almontecentral.ca

       
The R.G.S Christmas Train is getting ready 
for its run. (weather providing).
 
 
 
 

 
Check out the M.V.A.R. web site for the latest club updates: 

www.mvar.almontecentral.ca  

http://www.mvar.almontecentral.ca/

